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SUMMARY
Recently, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has
drawn attentions of many network researchers with great deal of flexibilities, and various network service chains can be used in an SDN/NFV environment. With the flexibility of virtual middlebox placement, how to
place virtual middleboxes in order to optimize the performance of service
chains becomes essential. Some past studies focused on placement problem of consolidated middleboxes which combine multiple functions into a
virtual middlebox. However, when a virtual middlebox providing only a
single function is considered, the placement problem becomes much more
complex. In this paper, we propose a new heuristic method, the gradual
switch clustering based virtual middlebox placement method, in order to
improve the performance of service chains, with the constraints of end-toend delay, bandwidth, and operation cost of deploying a virtual middlebox on a switch. The proposed method gradually finds candidate places
for each type of virtual middlebox along with the sequential order of service chains, by clustering candidate switches which satisfy the constraints.
Finally, among candidate places for each type of virtual middlebox, the
best places are selected in order to minimize the end-to-end delays of service chains. The evaluation results, which are obtained through Mininet
based extensive emulations, show that the proposed method outperforms
than other methods, and specifically it achieves around 25% less end-toend delay than other methods.
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1.

Introduction

In these days, various network services have been developed and some network applications require a set of network services, which is called as a service chain for a network application. A network service is supported by deploying a middlebox which is a separate network appliance
that performs a specialized function such as filtering, load
balancing, and packet inspection. Earlier middleboxes are
deployed with dedicated hardware in networks and the traffic of a service chain should go through middleboxes in a
given specific order which requires a complicated routing
scheme. As the scale of network and the variety of service
chains grow quickly, more eﬃcient way to support service
chains is required.
With the popularity of SDN (Software Defined Networking) technique, some past works have focused on supporting eﬃcient service chains with middleboxes by configManuscript received November 17, 2018.
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uring routing paths of each service chain dynamically [1].
Moreover, some works assume that the considered middlebox is a consolidated middlebox which provides multiple service functions within one middlebox in order to
improve the scalability of the dynamic routing configuration [2]. However, these works basically assume that a middlebox has the fixed location, and there are limitations of
enhancing the performance of service chains.
Recently, the rapid development of NFV (Network
Function Virtualization) allows deploying a middlebox
function as an application which can be installed at a VM
(Virtual Machine) running on a common hardware. A virtual middlebox may support a single service function and
multiple service functions (a consolidated middlebox) [3].
A virtual middlebox can be easily moved to a diﬀerent location on a network by migrating its virtual machine from
its original host machine to another host machine. With the
flexibility of locating virtual middleboxes, the position of
virtual middleboxes can be optimized to improve the performance of service chains, and it is considered as positioning
problem of virtual middleboxes.
Some recent works have been studied on how to place
middleboxes, especially consolidated middleboxes, for improving the performance of service chains [4]–[6]. However, the consolidated middlebox is a special case of a virtual
middlebox, and when we consider the case where a virtual
middlebox provides a single function, the placement problem becomes much more complex. Moreover, some of these
works did not consider important parameters such as switch
memory, virtual machine capacity, and end-to-end delay.
In this paper, we propose a new heuristic method, the
gradual switch clustering based virtual middlebox placement method, in order to minimize end-to-end delay of
network flows corresponding to service chains while satisfying the constraints of service chains (the corresponding flow must visit a specific type of virtual middlebox in
pre-defined order) as well as the constraints of network resources (bandwidth, switch memory and virtual machine capacity). Because the complexity of the placement problem
of virtual middlebox with multiple constraints is very high,
the proposed heuristic method gradually solves the placement problem step by step. The proposed method finds candidate locations for each type of virtual middleboxes along
with the sequential order of service chains by clustering
switches which satisfy the constraints on each step. After
gathering candidate locations, the best location is selected
for each type of virtual middlebox among the corresponding
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candidates in order to minimize the end-to-end delay of service chains. Through Mininet based emulation, it is shown
that the proposed method outperforms than other methods.
2.

Related Works

In [4], the placement of consolidated middleboxes was addressed with delay and bandwidth constraints. This work
proposed a greedy solution, which assigning locations of
middleboxes based on the degree of usage of switches. Each
switch counts how many times it is used for the shortest
paths between ingress and egress switches for service chain
flows. Then, consolidated middleboxes are assigned to
switches in the order of usage of middleboxes and switches.
However, this work did not consider some important resource constraints such as switch memory and virtual machine capacity.
In [5], a consolidated middlebox positioning problem was addressed with consideration of end-to-end delay,
switch memory and virtual machine capacity. This work
proposed a flow clustering method for placing a consolidated middlebox. However, this method is not applicable
to the placement problem of virtual middleboxes providing
a single function which should consider the order of middleboxes of a service chain. Also, this method lacks the
consideration of bandwidth constraints of service chains.
In [7], a virtual machine placement scheme based on
mutual bandwidth usage between virtual machines was proposed in order to minimize the product of traﬃc rate and
the number of switches on each flow path. However, this
method did not consider end-to-end delay and other resources such as switch memory and server capacity.
3.

Gradual Switch Clustering Based Virtual Middlebox Placement

We consider a graph G = (V0 , E0 ), where V0 is the set of
nodes and E0 is the set of edges. A node v ∈ V0 corresponds
to a switch, and an edge e ∈ E0 corresponds to a link connecting two switches. We assume that the bandwidth of a
link (be ) is given and the delay of a link (de ) is also given. A
node v can hold routing rules, and the number of rules of a
node v is denoted as rv and the maximum number of rules of
a node v is Rv . Also, we assume that every switch supports
NFV which deploys any virtual middleboxes.
A network service chain is defined as a flow f and
the set of flows is denoted as F = { f1 , f2 , . . . , fm }. A flow
f is described as f = {v src f , vdest f , mt11f , mt22f , . . . , mtllf , BW f },
where v src f is the source switch and vdest f is the destination
switch. mtiif means the ith virtual middlebox, and deployed
switches of virtual middleboxes will be decided by the proposed placement algorithm described later. l is the number
of virtual middleboxes required by this service chain and ti
is the type of the ith virtual middlebox. We assume that there
are n diﬀerent types of virtual middleboxes, and the number
of available virtual middleboxes for type t can be limited as

qt . BW f is the required bandwidth of the flow f , and it represents how much bandwidth the flow is expected to occupy
per unit of time (Mbps).
The end-to-end delay of a flow f (d f ) is determined
by the sum of the delay between the source switch and the
first virtual middlebox, the delay between the last virtual
middlebox and the destination switch, and the delays of
sequential pairs of virtual middleboxes in the corresponding network service chain. Accordingly,
it is denoted as
l−1
i+1
d(mtiif , mt(i+1)
).
d f = d(v src f , mt11f ) + d(mtllf , vdest f ) + i=1
f
The bandwidth usage of a link e is calculated as the
summation of the bandwidth allocated to all of the flows
which
 travel through the link e. Accordingly, it is denoted
as f ∈Fe BW f , where Fe is the subset of F whose member
flows travel over a given link e.
Each virtual middlebox may have diﬀerent processing
power which is how much network bandwidth it can deal
with per unit of time, and the processing power of a type t
virtual middlebox is denoted as Omtj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ qt .
With the given G, F and constraints of virtual middleboxes (n, qt ), our placement problem is finding suitable
switches for the required virtual middleboxes of flows, so
that the end-to-end delay of each flow is minimized and resource constraints (bandwidth of a link, processing power
of a virtual middlebox and number of rules of a switch) are
satisfied. The problem formalization is as follows:
minimize
∀ f ∈F

df
(1)

subject to

BW f ≤ be , ∀e ∈ E0

(2)

f ∈Fe


f ∈Ft

BW f ≤

qt


Omtj , 1 ≤ t ≤ n

(3)

j=1

rv ≤ Rv , ∀v ∈ V0

(4)

The objective (1) represents our primary goal to minimize the end-to-end delay of flows. The constraint (2) is
the bandwidth constraint of a link, and the total bandwidth
consumption of flows which travel through a link should be
lower than the given bandwidth capacity of the link. The
constraint (3) is the processing power constraint of a virtual
middlebox, and the total processing demand of flows corresponding to type t virtual middleboxes (Ft ) should be lower
than the maximum processing capacity of the type t virtual
middleboxes. The constraint (4) is the switch memory constraint, and a switch should have available memory to store
all of the required flow table entries. Accordingly, the formalized problem is a kind of a knapsack problem with multiple constraints, and it is NP-complete [8]. In a brute force
manner, the complexity of evaluating constraints of every
switch selection takes around O(|V0 |Cnt=1 qt × |F|).
To solve the problem, we propose a heuristic method
which selects proper switches for virtual middleboxes in a
gradual manner by using a switch clustering algorithm. Details of the proposed method is shown in Algorithm 1 and
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Algorithm 1 Virtual Middlebox (VMB) Placement with
Gradual Switch Clustering
Input: G = {V0 , E0 }, F, l, n, qt where 1 ≤ t ≤ n
Output: P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn } where Pt = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pqt }, pi ∈ V0
for t ← 1 to n do
 Pt : final mapping of switches to type t VMB
 T t : candidates of switch selection for Pt
Pt ← ∅, T t ← ∅
for i ← 1 to l do
 Selecting candidate switches gradually
for t ← 1 to n do
 Handling each type of VMB
Ft ← ∅, St ← ∅
for each f ∈ F do
 Sorting out flows for type t VMB (Ft )
t
if typeof(mii ) == t then
f
add f to Ft
for each f ∈ Ft do
 Preparing source switches (St )
if i == 1 then
 Adding previous switch for the first VMB
add v src f to St
else
 Adding candidate previous switches for other VMB
t(p−1)
)
 Checking type of previous VMB
x ← typeof(m(p−1)
f
 Adding corresponding candidate switches
add T x to St
 Partitioning qt switch clusters
Ct = SwitchClustering(St , G, qt )
 Ct = {Ct1 , Ct2 , . . . , Ct j }, 1 ≤ j ≤ qt
for each Ct j ∈ Ct do
At j ← ∅, Ft j ← ∅
for each v ∈ Ct j do  Preparing adjacent switches of clusters (At j )
Vad jv =GetAdjacentSwitches(v, Ft , G)
 Vad jv : Adjacent switches of v
add Vad jv to At j
 T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n }
Fv =GetCorrespondingFlows(v, Ft , T )
 Fv : Flows corresponding to v
add Fv to Ft j
 Calculating flow delays for candidates
for each v ∈ At j do
dvtot ← 0
for each f ∈ Ft j do
dvtot ← dvtot + d(v src f , v) + d(v, vdest f )
Sort At j in increasing order with dvtot
 Objective 1
 Choosing candidate switches (T t )
for each v ∈ At j do
 Constraint 4
if rv ≥ Rv

 Constraint 3
or f ∈Ft BW f ≥ Omt
j

 Constraint 2
or ∃e ∈ E such that f e ∈Ft BW f ≥ be then
j
continue
else
 adding v as candidate switches (T t )
add v to T t
for t ← 1 to n do  Final selection of qt switches for type t middlebox
 Clustering candidate switches
Ct = SwitchClustering(T t , G, qt )
for each Ct j ∈ Ct do
 Finding the centroid of each cluster
v ← GetCentroid(Ct j )
 Centroid of each cluster as final selection
add v to Pt

Algorithm 2 SwitchClustering(S, G, k)
Input: S, G = {V0 , E0 }, k
 S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }, si ∈ V0
Output: C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck }
 Ci = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm }, m ≤ n, ci ∈ S
Preparing the initial centroids Z = {z1 , z2 , . . . , zk } with k random switches
 zi is the centroid of Ci
Initializing C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck }
repeat
 Pre-Clustering
for each si ∈ S do
dmin ← ∞, q ← 0
for each z j ∈ Z do
 Delay between a switch and the centroid
Calculating d(si , z j )
 Finding a cluster with minimum delay
if d(si , z j ) < dmin then
dmin ← d(si , z j ), q ← j
Add si to Cq

zi ← cq

 cq ∈ Ci

until No changes in Z

deboxes of flows (mtllf ).
The procedure of selecting candidates is composed of
gathering source switches for the current target middleboxes (St ), clustering source switches (Ct ), finding adjacent
switches of each switch cluster (At ) and selecting candidate
switches with the given constraints (T t ). When gathering the
source switches for the second or other virtual middleboxes,
the previously selected candidate switches (T t ) are used as
source switches for the further procedure. The objectives
of switch clustering (Algorithm 2) are 1) selecting the given
number of switches for the specific type of virtual middleboxes (qt ) and 2) minimizing the total end-to-end delay of
flows corresponding to candidate switches for the given virtual middleboxes.
After finding all the candidate switches for every required virtual middleboxes of flows, the final selection of
switches for each t type of virtual middleboxes (Pt ) are obtained by using switch clustering algorithm. Consequently,
with this gradual heuristic method, the evaluation of candidate switches is conducted along with the sequence of service chain (l) and diﬀerent types of virtual middlebox (n,
qt ), and the complexity of finding proper switches can be
relaxed down to O(l × n × qt × |F|).
4.

Fig. 1

 Assigning a switch to the nearest cluster

for each Ci ∈ C do
 Updating centroids with pairwise delay
dmin ← ∞, q ← 0
 Calculating pairwise delay
for each c j ∈ Ci do

Calculating dctotj d(c j , c x ), ∀c x ∈ Ci , c x  c j
if dctotj < dmin then
 Finding a switch with minimum delay
dmin ← dctotj , q ← j

Evaluation

Overall procedure of the proposed algorithm.

the overall procedure of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1.
The proposed algorithm selects candidate switches of virtual
middleboxes (T t ) along with the sequence of network service chains, and the selected candidates are used for the next
stage of placement. That is, at first, the proposed method
selects candidate switches for the first required virtual middleboxes of flows (mt11f ), then this procedure continues until
finding candidate switches for the last required virtual mid-

In order to evaluate the proposed method, an SDN/NFV
testbed with Opendaylight SDN controller and Mininet is
implemented. On this testbed, the locations of virtual middlebox on a given network topology are deployed by using various placement methods (the random placement, the
most used switch placement [4] and our proposed method).
Then, the network traﬃc of service chains are emulated with
Iperf and the performance parameters such as end-to-end
delay per flow, bandwidth consumption and the number of
rules per a switch are measured.
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Table 1

Parameters setting in the performance evaluation.

Parameter

Value/Range

FatTree-4 Link delay (ms)

From 1 to 30

The number of type of virtual middlebox

5

The number of middleboxes in a service chain

3

The number of flows

20, 30, 40, 50

The bandwidth demand of each flow (Mbps)

From 0.1 to 5

The processing capacity of each middlebox (Mbps)

100

Maximum bandwidth of each port in a switch (Mbps)

100

Maximum number of rules in each switch

30

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
Fig. 2

Total bandwidth consumption.

Average number of rules per switch.

Average end-to-end delay per service chain flow.

and the most used switch method. The proposed heuristic method can be used for real-time provisioning service
chains.
Acknowledgments
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Fig. 3

Average jitter per service chain flow.

For a network topology, the well-known FatTree network topology is used [4]. Particularly, the FatTree-4 with
20 switches and 32 links is used. Through the evaluation,
we assume that there are various kinds of service chains and
various number of flows corresponding to a service chain.
Details of parameter settings are summarized in Table 1.
The evaluation results are illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, 4,
and 5. In the results, the proposed method achieves the
best performance. Especially, though the average number
of rules per switch of the most used switch method is similar to our proposed method (Fig. 5), our proposed method
achieves around 25% lower end-to-end delay (Fig. 2) and
around 20% lower bandwidth consumption (Fig. 4) than the
most used switch method.
5.

Conclusion

In this paper, a new heuristic method with gradual switch
clustering is proposed for solving placement problem of virtual middleboxes in order to improve service chain performance. Through extensive evaluation, it is demonstrated
that the proposed method outperforms the random method
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